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INTRODUCTION

On 28th March, the 2020 Hyperdrive ST-XR Challenge was supposed to begin with a 
double header at our home circuit of Oulton Park. However, with the UK in lockdown 
due to the Coronavirus, all motorsport in the UK has been suspended until at least 
July. If we are able to get back on-track at that time then it would still see 5 of the 8 
scheduled meetings being staged.

In lieu of no racing taking place, many of our drivers have been reporting on what 
they have been up to during these extraordinary times and it has emerged that Class 
D for Mk6 Fiesta STs, introduced in 2018, is set to really gather pace when the 
season eventually gets underway as many of our top drivers have been building 
examples of that model over the Winter.

The virus has impacted ST-XR Challenge competitors in varying degrees. For those 
with essential jobs, it is business as usual, but others are using the lockdown as an 
opportunity to make home improvements.
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Non-racing!

Initially, when the Coronavirus began 
featuring on news bulletins in January, it 
seemed a very distant threat but, for many 
associated with the ST-XR  Challenge, it was 
brought very much closer to home the week 
before the Oulton Park meeting was due to 
take place when a great friend of the series – 
Ray Grimes – fell seriously ill with the virus 
and had to be hospitalised. We wish him a 
speedy recovery.
A competitor who is currently active in the 
championship, Greg Speight, has also been 
affected. Rather than racing at Oulton Park as 
he had planned, Greg spent 28th March at 

home on the twelfth day of isolation after 
other members of his family had displayed 
symptoms of the disease. He has not shown 
any affects himself and hopes that all 
members of his household will have now 
built-up their immunity.
Speight was using his time off productively 
and was clearing out his shed when we spoke 
to him. This was a task he had not done for a 
few years and so it was full. The one problem 
is that in creating this nice and tidy space it 
has caused his garden to resemble a junk 
yard as he can’t take anything to the tip – 
hopefully he won’t get too many complaints 

from his neighbours!
The 2019 season ended in the barriers for 
Greg after his crash in the penultimate round 
at Oulton but his XR2 is now pretty much 
repaired following work over the Winter. 
Speight hopes to have the opportunity to 
have a test run before racing recommences.
Greg finished third overall last season in a 
Class A XR2 behind Will Heslop and Adam 
Brown who both ran in the same category. 
Brown is not planning to race with us this 
year while Heslop is switching to an ST which 
is something he is really looking forward to. 
His place of employment - Porsche Centre 

Wolverhampton - closed down in the week 
before the first meeting of the year was due 
to take place giving him time to make final 
adjustments to his new racer… He is raring 
to get going and so the delayed start to the 
season is driving him mad!
Speight must start as one of the favourites in 
Class A should this season happen. His main 
opposition is likely to be 2018 champion 
Michael Heath who will be out again in his 
faithful old XR2. As an essential worker in the 
agricultural sector, Heath is being kept busy 
at the moment.
The   Class  E   Champion   from   last   year, 

The shape of
things to come The ST’s of Justin Roberts and Matt Eldridge should

be in the thick of the action when racing starts
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Matthew Morton, has added an LSD to his  XR2  
to convert it to Class A. The car also has many 
other modifications courtesy of Matt Eldridge 
and it has visited Pete Morgan’s rolling road. 
Morton is hoping all this work will put him 
bang on the pace.
A further expected entrant in Class A is Lee 
Shropshire. He’s been doing a few 
modifications to his XR2 over the Winter 
break, including work on the pedal box, in the 
hope that a number of small improvements 
will produce a big reduction in lap times. 
Another area that has received attention is the 
roll cage which has been strengthened to 
better support the steering column.
Over in Class D, Heslop and his ST will be 
facing off against a high quality roster of 
drivers which includes Justin Roberts who is 
planning a full-time return to the series after 
appearing at a few meetings towards the end 
of last year in his new car. Roberts has 
discovered that an ST requires much less 
attention during the off-season than the XR2 
that he used to race. Come the start of Spring, 
the car just required a tidy-up although he 
also took the opportunity to undertake a slight 
redesign of the front end and a decat.
The low maintenance Mk6 Fiesta gave Roberts 
time to help Matt Eldridge build an ST. 
Eldridge wasn’t planning to take part this year 
but he came across the red car at a bargain 
price and, before he knew it, was putting 
together a racer which “needed” to be entered 
in the 2020 ST-XR Challenge.
Matt tested it recently at Donington Park and 
was impressively fast. “The car was perfect,” 
he says, “and I managed to record some very 
quick times – the car felt very good! It was 
completely different compared to an XR2.”
Two more ST contenders will be Lee Bowron 
and his son Lewis. Justin Roberts undertook an 
“errand of mercy” to deliver a replacement 
brake calliper  to  Oulton Park after the former Adam Bissell is swapping racing his pigeons for racing his ST

Michael Blackburn’s rather splendid looking ST
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suffered a failure recently when testing out on 
track. Once the part had been replaced, 
Roberts observed that Lee was pedalling the 
car at a fair old rate of knots and expects him 
to be another contender.
Lee’s other son, Ryan, won Class B for the 
Escort XR3i model in 2019 but wasn’t planning 
to defend his title this year because he 
expected to be working abroad however as the 
Coronavirus pandemic is worldwide, those 
plans may change.
Ryan works at the Andrex toilet roll factory so 
he has been very busy recently however both 
Lee and Lewis have been self-isolating at 
home. On the day of the postponed Oulton 
Park meeting Lewis and his Dad took delivery 
of a shed which proved a challenge to get 
down the side of their house.
Possibly adding to the fun and games in the ST 
Class will be 7-time champion Mark Robinson 
although he is still to decide whether to gun 
for titles in his new Mk6 or just do a few 
rounds in his trusty XR2 – the latter is what his 
brother, Simon, is planning to do.
Mark’s ST has been built-up from a bare shell 
and having rushed to get it ready for the 
expected start of the season in March, Mark 
spent the day he would have been at Oulton 
Park re-doing some of the areas of the car 
that he felt he had been too hasty with. Even 
before these tweaks had been made, Mark was 
pleased with the performance of his new 
motor when he tested it at few weeks ago.
Elsewhere in Class D, Chris Rowlands has 
passed his car on to Tony Mumford while 
Rowlands is building another ST for himself 
and Michael Blackburn’s new Mk6 Fiesta looks 
glorious in its simple blue colour scheme.
A newcomer in this category will be Adam 
Bissell who is switching from oval racing 
having passed his ARDS test shortly before the 
country went into lockdown. Aside from loads 

of karting, Adam has won some big events in 
bangers and incarods (a version of Hot Rods 
for small hatchbacks) but his first love is 
pigeon racing!
With all these new entrants with their ST’s, it 
looks as though the 2019 Class D champion, 
Matthew Spencer, is going to have a huge 
amount of competition when he defends his 
title and he will be joined in the category by 
his father, John. Rather than racing at Oulton 
Park, Matthew was keeping everyone safe on 
28th March as he policed the streets of 
Manchester.
Jason Hennefer is yet another to have an ST 
although his is only in road trim therefore he 

will once again take to the track in his Class B 
Escort XR3i. As Jason is a key worker – he 
delivers bread – he is not self-isolating 
although on 28th March he was having a 
well-earned day off and was working on new 
designs for the stickers he sells via eBay.
So that is what our drivers were doing while 
they were missing out on the opening rounds 
of the season but what about some of our 
support people?
When I spoke him during the previous week, 
Dave Fairclough was still busy as Automech 
remained open meanwhile your author, 
“Fasttoes”, is using the lockdown to broaden 
his web-development skillset and learning 

how to create WordPress Themes – he is such 
a geek!
Finally, our official photographer, Rachel 
Bourne, was trying to persuade her dog, Milo, 
to climb down from her kitchen chair without 
breaking his leg! Don’t forget there is a ton of 
photographs on her website that are available 
to buy at the same bargain rate as last season. 
The final word goes to Claire Morris, Michael 
Heath’s other half. When I spoke to her on 
28th March she said “I should imagine there 
are an awful lot of very sad racing drivers 
today, but they must be saving alot of money 
for us girls to spend!” Every cloud has a silver 
lining…

Tony Mumford has fitted a brand new
seat to the ex-Chris Rowlands ST
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A Guide to Self-isolation

Rachel’s pooch’s favourite chair for self-isolating
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Sheep at the back of Rachel’s house respecting the 2 meter social distancing rule
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The Bowrons exercise at home in self-isolation by man-handling a shed round an obstacle course!
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This report was produced by

www.gramtext.co.uk

Visit www.bournephotographic.co.uk for loads of images from past seasons of 
the Hyperdrive ST-XR Challenge 
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